Chapter: 3337
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

He lowered his eyes and looked at the woman in front of him quietly,
the many feelings in his heart turned into an evil thought.
Yang Qingfeng’s eyes darkened, he stretched out his hand, pinched a
strand of Yang Ning’s hair scattered on his shoulders, and rubbed it
recklessly on his fingertips.
The hair was lightly wrapped in his hand, and the soft and elastic touch
made Yang Qingfeng more and more uneasy. He looked at Yang Ning’s
clenched fingers and the roots of his ears that were already red, and
couldn’t help but wonder if her lips were in line with this hand. feel
exactly the same?
The more he thought about it, the more he calmed himself down, and
the silence in the room undoubtedly fueled the madness in his heart.
“Can I give you a hug?”
Yang Qingfeng loosened his fingers, and the strands of hair fluttered
back to her shoulders. Yang Ning didn’t understand the reason for her
request, and opened his eyes in confusion.
As soon as she caught her eye, it was Yang Qingfeng’s thick chest. She
blinked a little helplessly, trying to keep herself from noticing that he
was half-naked.
“Um…why? Even if you want to hug, you should get dressed…”
Yang Ning’s eyes were confused, and the only thought that came up in
his mind was to leave quickly, but if he turned around and ran away,
I’m afraid Yang Qingfeng would feel that he hated him again.
After all, he only had no clothes on his upper body, but he was welldressed on the bottom. With his current sensitive state, it was
inevitable that he would think too much.
Hearing Yang Ning’s answer, Yang Qingfeng chuckled lightly, the dark
light in his eyes was like a shell wrapped in layers, and suddenly broke
out of the shell, shattering the darkness.
For a moment, he really wanted to force Yang Ning directly. However,
her worried and confused eyes looked at him with confidence, and the
guilt and guilt in his heart kept piercing his heart.
He is really a coward, but he has never been able to hurt her. If he can
do it one day, it must be that he is about to be driven crazy by his
suppressed feelings.
“Okay, I’ll go get dressed.”
Looking at Yang Qingfeng’s back, Yang Ning was a little puzzled. Why
did he suddenly make such a strange request? Forget it, if it made him
feel a little happier, the hugs between friends were nothing.
After a while, Yang Qingfeng got dressed and Yang Ning was waiting
for him outside the door. Someone from the program team saw Yang
Ning and Yang Qingfeng talking in front of Yang Qingfeng’s door, and
ran over with a camera.
“Go on, go on, I’m the air.”
The photographer saw that Yang Ning and Yang Qingfeng noticed
him, and waved their hands quickly and took a few steps back, trying to
be invisible.
Yang Ning was a little helpless. She forced a smile and said, “Do you
mind? If you don’t mind, I will give you a hug to soothe your recent
depression.”
Standing in front of Yang Qingfeng, Yang Ning’s eyes were bright and
upright. In her heart, it was not that she didn’t know Yang Qingfeng’s
thoughts, or that kind of desire for her.
In the past, she was always avoiding and denying it. As long as Yang
Qingfeng didn’t say that she liked her, she didn’t plan to admit it. After
thinking about it, she might be afraid that she would be shaken.
But now, the relationship between her and An Tianxiang is no longer
the youthful period, Yang Ning felt that she should not let some other
things affect the two.
Between her and Yang Qingfeng, what was owed was paid, and the
extra kindness was that she could be friends without caring about his
love, for which he also quarreled with An Tianxiang.
But now she wants to face Yang Qingfeng’s feelings for her calmly, just
as she was determined to be friends with him before. After this hug,
she will no longer think about his liking for her, and at the same time,
also Don’t get too hot.
Just keep being familiar, but don’t try to be a close friend.
“Looking at your eyes, you seem to have already decided something.”
Yang Qingfeng saw the light in Yang Ning’s eyes that was different
from the past. In the past, when he saw that he would only show dark
eyebrows, he finally showed a smile.

